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Abstract 

This paper discusses Dynamic Capabilities (DC) models presented in some earlier previous 
studies. The author shows that there are many fundamental and good thoughts that need to be 
organized and clearly specified in a full and comprehensive framework. The paper 
contributes by introducing a new framework for DC using an updated set of components. 
Also this paper provides another model that reflects DC from higher level perspective, 
whereas other issues such as strategic alignment and leadership are clearly included. The 
paper also contributes by provision of the whole understandable process of how DC can be 
formed. 

Keywords: Dynamic Capabilities, Operationalize, competitive advantage, strategic, business, 
Absorbing Capability. 
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1. Introduction  

Business is full of many well-known examples of firms that accumulate valuable 
technological resources in order to strengthen their organizational capabilities such as IBM, 
Phillips and Microsoft. (Teece & Pisano, 2004)  

The importance of building organizational capabilities and owing valuable resources had 
been confirmed in some previous studies such as (Lado & Wilson, 1994; Leopez-Cabrales, 
2006; Newbert, 2008; Song , Benedelto & Nason, 2007). however, they have discussed that 
sustaining certain organizational capabilities and building such valuable resources are not 
enough to sustain the competitive advantage and stay strong in business. (Teece & Pisano, 
2004) 

Another source of useful capabilities is needed to be in line with the accelerated pace of 
innovation and the fervent competition. Organizations need to own capacities to integrate, 
build, and reconfigure internal and external competencies to address and shape rapidly 
changing business environments, which is the definition of Dynamic Capabilities (DC) 
(Teece et al., 1997) 
Organization must develop its organizational capabilities, and then develop a capability to 
renew its competencies in order to respond to the continuous change in business environment. 
Teece et al (1997) believe that DC explains why some firms are more successful than others. 
Dynamic Capabilities (DC) researches present one of the most attractive clashes that 
currently hits management field. (Di Stefano, Peteraf, & Verona, 2010; Di Stefano, Peteraf, & 
Verona, 2014) 
Several perspectives are being discussed and many opinions are being proposed in order to 
deliver the newly born area of knowledge. The new discipline is still starving for agreed upon 
theory to set the basis / foundation for DC. 
The following section sets the stage. Section 3 reviews main concepts in DC literature. 
Section 4 contributes by providing a new framework and model for DC. Finally section 5 
presents the conclusion.  

2. Setting the Stage  

Since Teece & Pisano light the spark of DC in their seminal article (Teece & Pisano, 1994), it 
had attracted increasing attention from many scholars. Barreto (2010), for example, counts at 
least 1,534 articles in ABI/INFORM database use DC as the main concept from 1997 to 2007. 
The topic is a rich area for researches where many issues still need to be discussed. 
Many authors (Zahra, Sapienza & Davidsson, 2006; Barret, 2010; Di Stefano, Peteraf & 
Verona, 2010; Di Stefano, Peteraf, & Verona, 2014) exerted appreciated efforts to build on 
Teece & Pisano (1994) seminal work. Some efforts opened other directions in the area such 
as Eisenhardt, and Martin (2000) who showed DC from organizational theory perspective 
whereas they analyze the processes support DC. 
Arend & Bromiley (2009) rejected the existence of this whole knowledge area entirely 
claiming that it does not present a quick "theoretical foundation", but Arend & Bromiley's 
ideas were rejected strongly by many researchers. (Helfat & Peteraf, 2009)  
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After all, it's natural that emerging theories develop slowly and that big ideas often take time 
to form (Williamson, 1999); Taking the transaction cost economies theory as a clear example 
of a knowledge area that took 35 years and lots of work to be operationalized (Williamson, 
1993) 
DC is considered as extension of the Resource Based View (RBV) theory (Barreto, 2010), 
whereas RBV theory offers a logical explanation of why an organization can achieve a 
competitive advantage through acquiring strong and valuable set of resources and capabilities, 
but it does not explain how and why certain organizations keep and sustain these competitive 
advantage in dynamic environments while others do not, even when they own similar 
resources and capabilities. (Teece et al, 1997; Zahra et al, 2006) 
Organizations need more than strong and valuable resources to stay in the market. They need 
to have the ability to change their own organizational capabilities to address the rapidly 
changing environment. That's where DC comes to the scene. 

3. Operationalizing DC 

Operationalization is the process used to test hypotheses of the concept that makes the 
concept empirically understood and measurable (Sekaran & Bougie, 2013) 
Operationalizing DC is one of the most controversial ideas whereas some scholars consider 
DC framework as tautological (Arend & Bromiley, 2009) or hard to be measured (Williamson, 
1999). Xiao et al (2008) discuss that most empirical studies are limited into case studies with 
minimum number of quantitative applied methods. Wang & Ahmad (2007) agree with Xiao et 
al (2008) and see that quantitative research is underdeveloped compared to qualitative 
research. Ambrosini & Bowman (2009) argue that the discussion on DC is mainly 
conceptual. 
Although the above common ideas were relatively inaccurate (Erikson, 2013), but, to some 
extent, they blocked the development of the theory’s application. 
Erikson (2013) refutes the previous discussion by collecting some previous studies for the 
peer-reviewed articles that were published till the end of 2009. He counted 373 related 
articles, third of them were conceptual and 142 were empirical. 
On contrary of what’s often said (Wang & Ahmad, 2007), the review finds fairly equal 
number of qualitative and quantitative studies. The study counted 71 qualitative papers, 59 
quantitative papers and 12 mixed methods as shown in figure 1. 
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Figure 1. Selection of reviewed articles by Erikson (2014) 

Erikson (2013) concludes that DC research comprises a well-balanced mix of qualitative and 
quantitative approaches. Teece (2014) supports Erikson’s results in which he provides several 
supportive examples of strong empirical studies using questionnaires or in-depth case studies. 
Finally, undoubtedly the concept is sophisticated testing it is challenging. 

The author agrees with Teece & Erikson that although DC is a comprehensive topic but can 
be measured and can be studied empirically.  

TQM (Total Quality Management) is a very similar interesting knowledge area that share 
both comprehensiveness and depth with DC. TQM is very inclusive, that it includes every 
person in the organization, with a more emphasis on the role of management to build and 
share the required vision and culture all over the organization. 

Quality term, just as DC term, does not have a unified shared meaning of the concept. Such 
as DC, quality can have different perspectives, one of them even transcendental; impossible 
to communicate such as love and beauty. Other perspectives for quality relatively vary 
according to customer satisfaction, and even though, quality had been studied empirically 
(Okland, 2014; Conti, 2012), with a whole comprehensive management system, had been 
created to facilitate quality implementation. 

In this paper, it is believed that DC concept compared to TQM can reflect an encouraging 
angle regarding DC operationalization. 

Some researchers built their DC empirical study on the three fundamental processes of DC: 
integration capability, Learning capability and reconfiguration capability. Wu (2010), for 
example, performed an empirical study to examine the applicability of the resource-based 
view and DC view to environmental volatility. Wu used three items to measure DC: Resource 
integration capability, Learning capability and Resource reconfiguration capability, in which 
he collected responses from 253 Taiwanese firms. Wu’s study finds that the explanatory 
power of DC exceeds that of resource based view in unstable environments. Firms that 
possess DC can effectively enhance their competitive advantages, despite facing highly 
unstable environments. 
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Despite the importance of such study that favors the DC view, which is originally been 
emerged from RB theory, Wu believes that measuring DC processes is not sufficient to reflect 
the real DC, moreover the chosen scale for these processes is not accurate (Resource 
integration capability is questioned as insufficient–sufficient, Learning capability as 
slow–fast and Resource reconfiguration capability as insufficient–sufficient) 

Protogerou, Caloghirou and Lioukas (2012) study the impact of DC on firm performance. 
This paper distinguishes three dimensions: coordinating/integrating activities, learning and 
strategic competitive response processes. It is suggested by Protogerou et al (2012) that these 
constitute distinct drivers that lead to the development of new configurations of functional 
competences. 

Again the author believes that measuring DC processes is not sufficient to reflect the real DC 
impact. 

Drnevichn & Kriauciunas (2011) measured the variable (DC) using four items from the 
survey designed to measure the respondent’s perception of how the firm used IT to enable 
new capabilities. These items were derived based on past researches by focusing on how a 
capability helps the firm create value through enabling new -capabilities.  

These items are: to develop new products or services; to implement new business processes; 
to create new customer relationships; and to change ways of doing business.  

The author disagrees with Drnevich & Kriauciunas. Developing  new products or services, 
implementing new business processes, creating new customer relationships, and changing 
ways of doing business are not mainly DC, they are more as results of implementing DC in 
the organization, but they are not mainly DC. DC involves the power to sense, seize or 
reconfigure its internal competences. 

Chang (2012) used the following components to measure DC:  Market-oriented sensitivity, 
knowledge absorption, Social-networking capability and integrative ability to communicate 
and negotiate. Whereas the market-oriented sensitivity is considered by Chang as the ability 
to identify, discover, create and pursue opportunities in the environment. The ability to absorb 
knowledge is defined as the ability to recreate existing operational capabilities with new 
knowledge and to respond more efficiently to market changes than competitors by learning, 
renewing and creating products or processes   

Social-networking capability is defined by Chang (2012) as “the ability to combine individual 
knowledge into the unit’s new operational capabilities”. And finally is the integrative ability 
to communicate and negotiate defined as “the ability to orchestrate and deploy tasks, 
resources, and activities in the new operational capabilities”. 

The paper reflects mainly certain aspect of DC such as sensing and, to a smaller extent, 
"Seizing" while it ignores others. There is nothing about "transforming" capabilities, which 
are the other vital element of DC as a basis for building a sustainable advantage. 

Feiler & Teece (2014) organize DC sight around three groups of activity: sensing, seizing and 
transforming, whereas the sensing involves gaining knowledge and making strategic 
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decisions. Seizing involves organizing and develop organizational and ecosystem readiness to 
capture the opportunity. While Seizing focuses on capturing opportunity and mitigating risk. 
Whereas Transforming involves continuous alignment and realignment of resources.  

Teece (2014) clarifiers (for applied purpose) that DC can be usefully broken down into three 
primary clusters: “(1) identification, development, co-development, and assessment of 
technological opportunities in relationship to customer needs (sensing); (2) mobilization of 
resources to address needs and opportunities, and to capture value from doing so (seizing); 
and (3) to continue the renewal (transforming)”. 

This paper believes that it is very important to sense changing values of the environmental 
variables, as a pre-step to seize opportunities. Seizing –According to Oxford Advance 
Learner's Dictionary- means take an opportunity eagerly and decisively (Hornby & Wehmeier, 
1995), but most of the time seizing follows shaping for the opportunity in order to seize. 
Shaping step is not included explicitly in Teece model, rather it is embedded in sensing. 
Therefore, this paper opposes merging shaping step with sensing, because it contradicts with 
the original meaning of the word sensing, so the naming does not reflect the real meaning of 
the capability. Also, merging two fundamental concepts into one will most likely ruin the 
application of one or both of them. 

Moreover, the author believes that continuous renewal (transforming) does not say the whole 
story, neither does it provide a solid ground for study. There is still the resource of knowledge 
to be absorbed, leadership to be considered and strategy to be aligned with, which are 
mentioned but not clearly specified in the Teece(2014) study. 

Wang and Ahmed (2007) contributed to the DC’s theory by defining DC through three main 
components: adaptive capability, absorptive capability and innovative capability. Adaptive 
capability is defined as the firms’ ability to find and use opportunities (Wang & Ahmed, 
2007). Absorptive capability is seen as the ability to identify and apply external information 
for commercial use. Innovative capability refers to a firms’ ability to develop new products, 
processes and markets.  

First of all, innovation capability either is considered as part of absorptive capability 
(Cohen & Levinthal, 1990), or, at least Absorptive Capability is regarded as one of the most 
influential drivers of innovation (Fosfuri and Tribo´, 2008; Zhou and Wu, 2010). Second, the 
model ignored many other important factors such as sensing and seizing, which are the core 
of DC, and highly needed to implement the DC. 

Alinaghian (2012) shared similar DC dimensions of Teece (2014) and added the shaping 
dimension.   

Alinaghian (2012) defined sensing as the ability to constantly identify, create, and anticipate 
social, technological, economic, environmental and political trends and network 
configuration trends to disseminate identified, created and anticipated trends across the firm 
and the ecosystem. 

Shaping is the ability to constantly devise reasonable responses to the sensed trends through 
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modifying the existing contexts and developing new ones for existing businesses, inter‐firm 
and intra‐firm configuration and routines. (Alinaghian, 2012) 

Seizing refers to the ability to constantly prioritize and select shaped opportunities, and 
allocate resources to capture opportunities developed. Finally, transforming refers to the 
ability to constantly implement the seized opportunities. 

4. Research’s DC framework 

Good thoughts need to be organized and clearly specified. This paper contributes by 
introducing a new framework for DC with an updated set of components as shown in Figure 
(2): 

The new framework provides comprehensive and inclusive sequential steps for implementing 
DC. 

The framework suggests that organizations go into two stages: Formulation stage and 
Development stage. First stage (Formulation stage) is concerned with formulating the 
competitive advantages. This can be done by focusing on absorbing knowledge and building 
absorptive capacity. Absorptive capacity leads to building VRIN resources which constitutes 
the organizational capabilities.  

The cyclic model starts with Absorbing knowledge, because the author sees that an important 
pre-step before sensing must be added; which is absorbing knowledge; the organization 
cannot explain what it senses unless it has previous knowledge (Schumpeter, 1934; Drucker, 
1985; Siegel & Renko, 2012). With lack of related and concerned knowledge, threats and 
opportunities can be observed but not translated correctly. Absorbing knowledge means to 
identify organization-relevant external knowledge, integrate it with the internal knowledge, 
transform and innovate, then apply the new knowledge (Cohen and Levinthal, 1990; Lenart, 
2014). Absorbing includes learning from the outside environment, integrating with the inside 
to innovate and apply the learned and innovated knowledge. So absorbing concerns both the 
inside and the outside knowledge. 

Evidences that absorbing capabilities positively impact building VRIN resources from many 
facets are frequently available. (Bertrand & Mol ,2013; Miguélez,& Moreno ,2015; Young 
Wook Seo, Seong Wook Chae, Kun Chang Lee,2015; Aiqi Wu& Hinrich Voss ,2015; 
Haro-Domínguez et al,2007) 
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VRIN resources according to the RBV, leads to building a strong organizational capability 
that contributes in building a strong competitive advantages (Wernerfelt, 1984; Rumelt, 1984; 
Penrose, 1959; Othman et al, 2015; Peteraf, 1993) 

In order to sustain the acquired competitive advantages and keep up with the dynamic 
environment and its dynamic variables, organizations must build a set of capabilities and run 
bundle of activities that intake the variant environmental parameters and reconfigure 
accordingly. That’s where we need the second stage. (Development Stage) 

Second stage explains the way the organization can renew the formulated competitive 
advantage which was initially gained from the first stage, so that it will not get obsolete, this 
can be done by changing input parameters through DC activities which are: sensing, shaping, 
seizing.  

During the three above activities (sensing, shaping, seizing) another new knowledge is being 
absorbed. This knowledge need to be internalized, processed, analyzed, transferred, 
integrated used and applied. All that can be done efficiently coming back to absorbing in the 
first stage. The model as explained indicates a cyclic nature. 

DC involves more than specific and abstract combination of processes and rules, it has to do 
a lot with leadership and building culture & management (Augier & Teece, 2009; Teece, 2007, 
2014). Eisenhardt and Martin’s (2000) consider DC theory weak without “emotional inability 
to cope with uncertainty . . . in high-velocity markets” (2000, p. 1112) 

 

Figure 2. The New DC Model 
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Strong Leadership matters to the organization’s ability to carry on the needed continuous 
changes caused by dynamic activities in organizations to maintain the strength of DC 
existence. Moreover, DC activities (Absorbing, sensing, seizing and shaping) are mainly 
human actions (Teece, 2014) that must be led and managed considerably. 

Add to that, that several studies relate Leadership and Culture to higher innovation level of 
the company (Koen et al, 2001). And as has been mentioned previously, innovation is one of 
the most important parts of absorptive capacity component. 

Also, Eriksson (2014, p. 71) argued that the creation of DC’s rests on internal and external 
antecedents. Internal antecedents on the structural, cultural and social levels are critical to 
influence the organization ability to develop and sustain DC’s (Eriksson, 2014, p. 71).  

Although several other researchers emphasize the role of leadership in DC success as critical 
(Galunic and Eisenhardt, 2001; Colbert, 2004; Knight and Cavusgil, 2004; Santos and 
Eisenhardt, 2005; Sapienza et al., 2006; Zahra et al., 2006) but it was never included   in 
DC models. 

For all what have been mentioned, the author suggests figure (3) as a high level scene for DC. 
The scene is derived from New Product Development Model (NPD) introduced as part of 
fuzzy front end concept by Koen et al (2002) 

Figure 3.The Big Picture of the New Model 
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The model in figure 3 considers leadership and culture as the engine. The engine in which 
provides leadership to fuel DC, and the culture in which it must operate. This study 
introduces leadership and management as the engine of implementing DC successfully. The 
engine, as shown in the figure 3, at the center of the model, provides power for DC 
implementation.   

The wheel, the inner part of the model, comprises the four activity elements of DC: 
Absorptive capacity, Sensing, Shaping and Seizing. 

Because DC exists in an environment that consists of the corporation’s business strategies, 
competitive factors, and the maturity of the technologies to be utilized, the model suggests a 
third wheel; the influencing factors. 

The third wheel (the influencing factors) consists mainly of corporation and business strategy 
to ensure efficient flow of processes with value to the corporation and to keep DC activities 
aligned with the business. Sustained successful competitive advantage can only occur when 
the DC activities can be accomplished with alignment of organizational capabilities of the 
company.  

Another influencing factor in the third wheel is the Outside World (i.e., distribution channels, 
customers and competitors), which all have high levels of effects on VRIN resources, 
organizational capabilities and eventually on the competitive advantages.  

Main Wheel (DC) Framework Components 

Absorbing Knowledge  

Cohen and Levinthal (1990) defined organizational absorptive capacity as “an ability to 
recognize the value of new information, assimilate it and apply it to commercial ends”. 

Zahra and George (2002) proposed a more comprehensive concept of absorptive capacity 
involving: Acquisition, Assimilation, Transformation/internalization and 
Exploitation/application. Acquisition capability refers to a firm’s capability to identify and 
acquire external knowledge that is important to the organization. Assimilation capability 
refers to a firm’s capability to process, analyze, interpret and understand the information and 
knowledge acquired from the external sources. Transformation capability denotes a firm’s 
capability to combine the acquired knowledge with the existing knowledge by adding 
knowledge, deleting knowledge or interpreting the same knowledge in different manner. 
Exploitation capability basically refers to the capability to apply the acquired or transformed 
knowledge into the operations. 

For this study purpose, Absorbing Capability is defined as the ability to identify external 
knowledge, assimilate it with the internal knowledge, transform/internalize and apply/exploit 
external knowledge. (Cohen and Levinthal, 1990) 

Keep in mind that learning is embedded in the absorbing process, where transformation/ 
internalization includes combining the acquired knowledge with the existing knowledge to 
come up with new knowledge. Thus, within this step, innovation happens (Cohen and 
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Levinthal, 1990; Lenart, 2014; Lev et al, 2009). 

Also within this step, transformation and reconfiguration that were earlier mentioned by 
Teece (2014) happens. Transforming that was defined by (Teece, 2014) Alinaghian (2012) as 
the ability to perform continuous alignment and realignment of tangible and intangible assets 
to constantly implement the seized opportunities, implementing opportunities. This happens 
during internalization process (Within absorbing knowledge stage) with the use of the 
absorbed knowledge from sensing, seizing and shaping. 

Operationalize absorbing knowledge is widely studied in literature. Also clear identification 
of its components is available (Cohen and Levinthal, 1990; Lenart, 2014; Lev et al, 2009). 

Sensing 

Although Teece (2014), identified sensing as gaining knowledge about the external and 
internal environment and making decisions about strategic direction, the author believes that 
is not sensing, but rather gaining knowledge refers to the first dimension, which is absorbing 
as previously discussed.  

Meanwhile this paper suggests another meaning of sensing, referring to Oxford definition of 
sensing (Hornby & Wehmeier, 1995) “A faculty by which the body perceives an external 
stimulus; one of the faculties of sight, smell, hearing, taste, and touch”. Another definition for 
sensing refers “to consciousness of stimulus or of a perception as pleasant or unpleasant”. 

This paper proposes a new definition of sensing which refers to the faculty by which the 
organization perceives an external or internal stimulus. Higher abilities to sensing means 
higher abilities to perceive and recognize stimulus as opportunities or threats. The new 
definition for sensing is closer to market-oriented sensitivity component defined by Chang 
(2012). Market-oriented sensitivity is the ability to identify, discover, create and pursue 
opportunities in the environment. 

Thus, for this study, sensing is faculty by which the organization perceives an external or 
internal stimulus and translates it to opportunities or to face a threat. 

Shaping 

This paper agrees with Alinaghian (2012) that Shaping follows sensing whereas shaping is 
the ability to constantly formulate reasonable responses to the sensed opportunities through 
modifying existing contexts, developing and exploring new contexts for existing businesses.   

Shaping to respond to the sensed opportunities and threat is a relative action depends on 
organizational strength and weaknesses. 

So, identifying how to respond to the sensed opportunities can be done using SWOT analysis, 
which is used to generate business strategies and responses that use strengths and overcome 
weaknesses to take advantage of opportunities, and avoid threats.  

Seizing 

Teece (2014) sees seizing as mobilization of resources to address needs and opportunities, 
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and to capture value. 

Alinaghian (2012) defines seizing as the ability to constantly priorities and select shaped 
opportunities, and allocate resources to capture opportunities developed.  

While Oxford definition of seize is to take opportunities eagerly and decisively, so this paper 
agrees with Alinaghian (2012) definition for seizing.  

5. Conclusion 

Work in DC area moved creatively and fast, but not well focused. The work need be seen as a 
whole understandable process that considers relationship with other issues such as the 
influencing factors.  This paper provides a model that forms a starting point to see DC from 
higher level perspectives. The model still needs to be applied empirically. 
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